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About This Game

The first true sequel to the classic 1988 Nintendo Entertainment System original, Bionic Commando sees the return of the
bionically-enhanced Nathan "R.A.D." Spencer. Time has not been kind to Spencer: Five years after his heroic defeat of the

Imperials, he has been betrayed by the government he swore to serve, imprisoned for crimes he didn't commit, and sentenced to
death.

On the very day of Spencer's execution, terrorists detonate a massive experimental weapon in Ascension City, unleashing an
intense earthquake that has turned the city into rubble and wiped out its population. With the terrain in ruins and the city's air
defense grid now in the control of a massive terrorist force whose goal remains unclear, the FSA have only one option left - a

behind-the-lines assault.

It's the perfect job for a Bionic Commando.

Bionic Commando transposes the much loved swing-and-shoot gameplay of the 8-bit original onto a stunning 3D environment
of towering buildings, suspended roadways and monorails, deep canyons and sheer rock faces, which are traversed using

swinging, scaling, climbing and wall-walking techniques.

Key Features:

Use the bionic arm to swing between towering skyscrapers at breathtaking speed, hook onto distant objects, zip up on
hanging girders and choose your own route through the game
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Gameplay that moves through horizontal and vertical environments - a 3D game that truly uses all three dimensions. Full
multiplayer mode with rich stat-tracking to check whether you're a true commando or a lowly private

Use the power of the bionic arm - and of next-gen physics - to realistically throw massive objects, pummel opponents,
whip enemies into the air, or pull the landscape apart

Arm yourself with a variety of weapons worthy of a Bionic Commando

Starring Mike Patton, the former lead singer of Faith No More as the voice of Nathan Spencer

Developed by Swedish studio GRIN, developers of the highly acclaimed Ghost Recon: Advanced Warfighter series for
PC

Bionic Commando takes advantage of the Steam Cloud by storing your save games in the cloud. Simply pick up where you left
off when you log into your Steam account on any PC.

Players who own both Bionic Commando and Bionic Commando Rearmed will enjoy access to three unlockables in Bionic
Commando, including the "Retro" Nathan "R.A.D." Spencer skin, a Prototype Weapon and a secret room in the Fissure level.
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Genre: Action, Adventure
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Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2009
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Has no graphics\/resolution settings, even highres is ugly af, can't zoom out enough to get a decent overview, terrible controls.
Why did they \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up these newer ones so damn much?!. 10\/10 IGN RAtes WtF EZ Goings oNZ. TBS
meets Tower Defense with a French Revolution theme.... if everyone involved were squirrels lol. It's REALLY fun, it's cute and
charming, it eats up a lot of CPU, but the gameplay mechanics is absolutely where it shines. Top notch. Worth a play even just
for the story, which is cute and funny unless you're sick to death of the French Revolution. (Admittedly, one of my favorite
historical time periods, so I'm biased.)

I haven't tried the multiplayer yet, but I'm looking forward to it, as well as anything else from the game studios. :)

The only thing missing are achievements.

7\/10 will shoot squirrels using an army of other squirrels every day this week.. If you're a fan of visual novels, anime trope
parodies, and gal pals, this is a game for you! The writing in SV is very charming, with the main character Rie having a very
distinct voice as the narrator and clever interactions with the other characters in her world.

The story is about 75% Rie and Licia, 20% tantilizing food descriptions, and 5% the adorable tale of Rie's parents.

The soundtrach is adorably addictive, and all of the game's artwork and sprites are absolutely stunning. I loved doing every run
through of this game!. i dont like it. before the update it was good but now its perfect
i would like to see a new map but i am realy happy i got this its worth each penny. I got this game through the MacVenture
Series Collection during the 2016 Summer Sale (I think...) as I played Shadowgate, Uninvited and Deja Vu on my NES a good
few years back (fun games) and figured I should get the original Apple versions to go alongside the Kemko ports on the NES -
yeah, they're still as enjoyable as I remember on the NES.

This, like the rest of the series, is a point 'n click that's a bit unforgiving. I like just about everything in here - they've got some
fairly nice art. (higher-res than the NES, espically on the Mac version) The only gripes I have are minor - first off, the plot is a
bit generic (it still works though) and the other is that I miss the NES version with the music which I thought was pretty great,
although if you want that you can just look it up and have fun.

I'd say the game is worth picking up if you're interested in some old point 'n clicks, and if you can then pick up the full
MacVenture Collection as it's a really nice value for what you get.. If you love call of duty zombies you'll love this

Pros:
-For $7 you get a lot of play time out of it.
-Gameplay is nice and smooth
-Its a dark game but thankfully the incinerator exists <3
-multiple melee weapons and guns

Cons:
-Maps are kinda small

Overall its a really good game that in my opinion really stands out and i hope the developer keeps putting out new updates and
content for this game.. This game taught me how to be a baller. Coolest map DLC so far
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6\/10
Fun, but without any kind of lasting appeal. One of those VR games that you pick up for an hour or so. Nice artwork.. Annoying
Bugs. It's a shame that for all the effort the developer to put in the game, even after putting the game for free, it's barely hanging
on recommendation. A free game definitely sets the bar pretty low on expectation (especially from a solo developer), but if the
game isn't worth the players time through and through, it still shouldn't be recommended. Sadly, there is just a lot of things that
leave me uninterested and frustrated. Still, I do commend the developer for putting a lot of effort in the game with making the
game long enough and creating a dark story. On top of that, making the game free.

Here are the downside to the game:

English writing and length of reading needs some work. The grammar and syntax is confusing at times thus making it almost
unbearable to read, let alone over 10 pages worth for each level. This is actually sad because the legend of Mistfal was quite
interesting. Having to venture into the park's lore to find missing individuals and to find a missing son is intriguing. It's like
finding out whether the Blair Witch legend is true and venturing into the forest only to fall victim as well. Anyway, the journal
for each chapter is pretty long. I wouldn't mind it if the writing was good; however, each level felt like half the time I'm reading
rather than playing the game. The only way I can overlook and tolerate the entire journal issue is by assuming that protagonist
isn't much of a writer. The protagonist did state early in the game that he didn't want to write in the journal hence his writing
skills is lacking. Another reason is, it's a journal. Journal's are meant to be private and doesn't necessarily have to be
grammatically correct.

Combat is atrocious. Granted, the game is meant to be more stealth rather than engaging the enemy, but still. If the player failed
to sneak attack the enemy from behind, most of the time, the player will die in a head to head combat. The only way to survive
is to run away. When the player gets hurt, there is no recovery. The only hope for progress is an auto-save. This leads to the next
problem.

Sometimes the checkpoints are too far. One particular level had me grab a totem and then placing it on another totem. This
combined totem sends me to another dimension which allowed me to kill off baddies. The problem is, when I killed off
majority of the bad guys, I ended up dying on one of them. When the game restarted, I had to do the entire time consuming
section again. Thankfully, there are levels where you don't have to kill every or any bad guys. Also, you don't have to combine
all totems to move on to the next level.

Finally, there is one level where you have to do some platforming. That concept added to the game was brutal and frustrating.
Every time you fail, you would have to tolerate a slightly long load screen to try again.

There are just a small handful of positives the game has on top of the length of gameplay and the game being free. One of
which is the consistent dark mood and atmosphere.

Another are the flashy images. These can be a creepy, jump-scare tactic but also annoying at times. Interestingly though, if you
pay attention, there are clues in the image that can help progress a level.

Finally, each level can feel diverse as you progress. Most levels have the same gameplay but at least the setting appears
different.

At the end of it, the game can be worth a try if anyone can tolerate its several flaws, and it wouldn't cost you a penny other than
your time. If not, just skip this one.. This dlc is terrible. The second game gave it for free, this one you pay for. That is not the
end of the world. What is funny is that more effort was put into the second one than this one. The previous survival mode made
new maps. This pathetic dlc literally just copy pasta the maps from the game into this and called it a new game mode. The
regular games maps really don't work very well with survival modes perma death system. Avoid this, it is a lazy cash grab.. it's
insane, it's a cool simulator of circuit racing...
So if you have a complete wheel joystick, three displays and a surround system, you will fell like being in a real racing car!
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